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ABSTRACT

Aim Refugia under past climates have been important in structuring current

patterns in diversity, while refugia under anthropogenic climate change will

likely be important in retaining this diversity and shaping new patterns. How-

ever, few studies have examined the congruence of past, present and future

refugia, or the spatiotemporal connectivity of these refugia. Our aim was to test

the extent of overlap of refugia under Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), present

(2015) and likely future climates (2100), for Tasmania’s palaeoendemic flora.

We then aimed to identify areas of high spatiotemporal refugia connectivity, as

priority areas for conservation and management.

Location Tasmania, Australia.

Methods We developed and applied a new community-level approach to

identifying refugia, based on generalized dissimilarity modelling of composi-

tional turnover and a set of reference sites with known biodiversity value.

Using these projections of palaeoendemic plant refugia for past, present and

future climates, we developed and applied a second approach to quantify the

level of connectivity of these refugia over space and time.

Results Although there was large overlap (85%) between current and future

climates in the distribution of the highest value palaeoendemic refugia, the

small congruence of these areas with refugia at the LGM resulted in only a

small area (c. 9 km2) of persistent high value refugia over all three time peri-

ods. Despite this, our spatiotemporal analysis identified several areas of high

connectivity in refugial environments for Tasmania’s palaeoendemic flora over

time.

Main conclusions The community-level approaches we demonstrate here to

quantify refugia and their spatiotemporal connectivity have the potential to

advance our understanding of biodiversity dynamics, particularly for taxo-

nomic groups that are species-rich, poorly studied or comprised of many rare

species, where species-level approaches are less suitable.
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INTRODUCTION

Given the increasing threats facing biodiversity (Pimm et al.,

2014), identifying areas that act as refugia under changing

environmental conditions is becoming ever-more important.

Refugia are habitats that biodiversity can retreat to, persist

within, and potentially expand from, under changing climatic

conditions (Loarie et al., 2008; Keppel et al., 2012). Identify-

ing, protecting, and appropriately managing important areas

of refugia is likely to be vital in maintaining biodiversity over

the long-term (Klein et al., 2009; Reside et al., 2014).

Historically, ecologists have focussed on understanding

and predicting areas that may have acted as important refu-

gia under past environmental change (Bennett & Provan,
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2008; Keppel et al., 2012). This research has highlighted the

importance of past refugial areas in shaping current patterns

in biodiversity, in terms of the distribution of species, centres

of endemism, speciation events and phylogenetic uniqueness

(Carnaval et al., 2009; Davies et al., 2009; Graham et al.,

2010; Rosauer et al., 2015). Identifying areas of likely refugia

for biodiversity under past environmental fluctuations has

harnessed a variety of ecological approaches, including com-

binations of genetic analyses, environmental suitability mod-

elling and fossil/pollen analyses (Keppel et al., 2012; Hampe

et al., 2013).

More recently, attention has moved to predicting which

areas are likely to act as important refugia into the future,

under anthropogenic climate change. Given that important

refugia under a warmer future climate may well be different

to areas that acted as refugia under cooler past climates

(Ashcroft, 2010), substantial new research has been under-

taken to identify climate change refugia. This research has

primarily relied on projections of change in the distribution

of individual species under climate change scenarios, to high-

light areas likely to be important refugia for those species

into the future (Gavin et al., 2014; Birks, 2015).

Surprisingly little research has examined geographical con-

gruence of past, present and future refugia. Areas that are

important refugia regardless of the directionality of environ-

mental change (e.g. to cooler or warmer conditions), may be

particularly important in harbouring unique elements of bio-

diversity (Hampe & Jump, 2011; Weber et al., 2014), and in

retaining this diversity over the long term. The relatively

small number of studies addressing this question have pri-

marily applied species distribution modelling (SDM) and

assessed areas where the focal species are predicted to occur in

the past, present and future (Esp�ındola et al., 2012; Terribile

et al., 2012; Maiorano et al., 2013). Relatively simple subse-

quent assessments of distributional stability indicate that areas

consistently acting as refugia can indeed be important for

species population resilience (Yannic et al., 2014).

There remains significant scope for developing new

approaches to quantifying and identifying areas that are

likely to have high stability and connectivity of refugial envi-

ronments under climatic changes of varying intensity and

directionality. Approaches that move beyond correlative SDM

projections as a basis for assessing long-term refugia stability

and connectivity may be particularly valuable (Keppel et al.,

2015). This is due to the uncertainties over species’ fundamen-

tal niches, as well as the limited capacity for SDMs to be

applied to the many rare species that are often a focus for con-

servation and likely to have stronger reliance on refugia for

their persistence (Worth et al., 2014; Birks, 2015).

Here, we develop and demonstrate a new community-level

approach for quantifying past, present, and future refugia,

based on generalized dissimilarity modelling (GDM) (Ferrier

et al., 2007) derived predictions of community compositional

turnover. We then implement a new approach to assess the

connectivity of predicted refugial areas over space and time.

We apply these novel techniques to the palaeoendemic flora

of Tasmania, a group of phylogenetically ancient and geo-

graphically restricted species (Jordan et al., 2016), identifying

likely areas of refugia across Tasmania under the current cli-

mate, the projected climate at the Last Glacial Maximum

(LGM – 21,000 years ago), and the projected future climate

in 2100 under anthropogenic climate change. By identifying

refugial areas with high spatiotemporal connectivity over

past, present and future climates, we highlight priority areas

for long-term conservation and management of Tasmania’s

unique palaeoendemic flora.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Past, present and future environments

Our analyses focus on the island state of Tasmania, Australia

(centred at 42°010 S; 146°360 E), an area of c. 68,000 km2,

77% of which is native vegetation (TASVEG 2.0 2009). For

all the analyses, we applied a � 250 m (9″) resolution spatial

grid over this region, as defined by the Australian GEO-

DATA 9 Second Digital Elevation Model. To generate spa-

tially complete environmental data for current conditions,

we applied the 250 m digital elevation model of the study

region in anuclim (Xu & Hutchinson, 2010), which for Tas-

mania accounts for slope and aspect in deriving fine-resolu-

tion climate data.

To derive environment layers relevant to future climate

change, we applied bias-adjusted fine scale (0.1°) dynamically

downscaled climate projections for 2100, from the Climate

Futures for Tasmania project (Corney et al., 2010; Grose

et al., 2010). The climate projections for 2100 were for the

A2 SRES emissions scenario from two general circulation

models (GCMs): CSIRO mk3.5 and MIROC3.2 (medres).

The climate projections were further statistically downscaled

in the present analysis to 250 m grid resolution using anu-

clim 6.1 (Xu & Hutchinson, 2010), again incorporating

topographic effects on local climate. Both GCMs for this

emissions scenario project relatively minor changes in annual

precipitation for Tasmania (+1 and +4%) but substantially

warmer mean annual temperatures (+3.2 and +2.8 °C)
(Fig. 1).

For environment layers relevant to the LGM, we applied

projections from two GCMs provided by the Paleoclimate

Modelling Intercomparison Project: CCSM and CNRM

(Braconnot et al., 2012). Both GCMs project substantially

cooler mean annual temperatures for Tasmania at the LGM

(�4.0 and �1.5 °C) (Fig. 1), but project a wetter LGM cli-

mate, in contrast to palaeological evidence that suggests Tas-

mania was drier at the LGM than present (Worth et al.,

2014). We therefore applied the approach of Worth et al.

(2014) of reducing the projected LGM precipitation for both

GCMs to 75% of their original value, resulting in a projected

LGM climate that was drier than current by 10.6% (CCSM)

or 20.0% (CNRM) (Fig. 1). Climate projections for the LGM

were downscaled to 1 km resolution, as described by Worth

et al. (2014), and resampled to 250 m grid resolution,
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without incorporating local topography due to uncertainties

in microclimatic effects at the LGM. Estimated permanent

ice cover across Tasmania at the LGM was also obtained and

applied (Barrows et al., 2002).

Compositional dissimilarity modelling

To model plant community compositional dissimilarity, we

utilized the same data on plant community composition in

Tasmania as applied previously for plant biodiversity mod-

elling (Mokany et al., 2012, 2015). Specifically, the plant spe-

cies composition of 175 grid cells across Tasmania was

obtained by aggregating 562,772 occurrence point records of

native plant species (2051 species, from 1970 to 2010) (Tas-

manian Natural Values Atlas) to 250 m grid cells. A sam-

pling function was then applied (Mokany et al., 2012) to

select those grid cells with sufficient records to be deemed a

‘community sample’. The resulting 175 grid cells were dis-

tributed across all Tasmania, adequately representing the

wide range of environmental conditions present (Mokany

et al., 2015). These 175 grid cells with community composi-

tion data were comprised of 1220 plant species in total, and

were used to generate a site by site matrix of compositional

dissimilarities, based on Sørensen’s (1948) index.

These compositional dissimilarity data were combined

with the spatial environmental data for current climate con-

ditions to generate a revised model of pairwise plant

community compositional dissimilarity, using GDM (Ferrier

et al., 2007) within the ‘gdm’ package in R (Manion et al.,

2016; R Core Team, 2016). GDM accounts for non-linear-

ities in both: (1) the rate of compositional turnover along

environmental gradients, and; (2) the relationship between

compositional dissimilarity and ecological distance in

predicting compositional dissimilarity between site pairs as a

function of the environmental conditions at each site

(Ferrier et al., 2007). The model of compositional dissimilar-

ity contained four environmental variables (annual precipita-

tion, maximum temperature of the warmest period,

minimum temperature of the coolest period, isothermality)

plus geographical distance, with the significance of all vari-

ables assessed through a permutation test (1,000 repetitions)

(see Appendix S1 in Supporting Information). Substrate

variables were not assessed, given the lack of data on the

nature of substrate at the LGM, including on the exposed

sea floor. The GDM was then applied to create transformed

environmental layers for each environmental variable

included in the model, for the past, present and future cli-

mate scenarios. This then enables the prediction of plant

community compositional similarity (the complement of

dissimilarity) for any pair of grid cells over space and time,

as described by Ferrier et al. (2007). Given the temporal nat-

ure of our subsequent analyses, only the environmental vari-

ables in our GDM were utilized to predict compositional

similarity, with geographical distance (the weakest predictor

variable) being excluded.

Refugia analyses

We assessed past, present and future refugia relevant to the

palaeoendemic flora of Tasmania, where palaeoendemism for

a clade (a species or monophyletic group of species) is quan-

tified as the age of the clade divided by the square root of its

area of occurrence (Jordan et al., 2016). Spatially explicit

data on current levels of palaeoendemism for 1189 grid cells

(30″ or c. 1 km resolution) across Tasmania were obtained

from Jordan et al. (2016), who summed the palaeoendemism

scores for all high-scoring (> 200 year m�1) clades present

in each 1 km grid cell. Of the 33 high scoring palaeoendemic

plant species in Tasmania (see Appendix S2), the highest

scoring species were coniferous alpine trees and shrubs, such

as drooping pine (Pherosphaera hookeriana), creeping pine

(Microcachrys tetragona), and pencil pine (Athrotaxis

cupressoides).

We cube transformed these community-level palaeoen-

demism scores from Jordan et al. (2015) and normalized

them to range from 0 to 1, in order to account for the posi-

tively skewed distribution of palaeoendemism scores (small

number of high scores). The 250 m grid cell at the centroid

of each 1 km grid cell from Jordan et al. (2015) was used as

the reference point for further analyses. The projected GDM

was then applied to calculate the mean pairwise composi-

tional similarity (Si) of each grid cell i across Tasmania (in

either, past, present or future climate), to the n = 1189 grid

2015CCSM CNRM Miroc CSIRO

Last glacial maximum 2100 A2 scenario

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 Mean annual precipitation (a), and mean annual

temperature (b), for the present land area of Tasmania under
two general circulation models (GCMs) for the Last Glacial

Maximum (CCSM, CNRM), present (2015), and two GCMs at
2100 for the A2 climate change scenario (MIROC, CSIRO).
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cells j with palaeoendemism scores (under present climate),

weighted by their relative palaeoendemism score (Pj):

Si ¼
Pn

j¼1 Pj � SijPn
j¼1 Pj

(1)

where the predicted compositional similarity between a pair

of grid cells i and j (Sij) is obtained by summing the absolute

difference in their GDM transformed environmental values

(fk xkð Þ), across all L environmental variables included in the

GDM (Ferrier et al., 2007):

Sij ¼ e�
PL

k¼1
fkðxkiÞ�fkðxkjÞj j (2)

To identify areas that have high spatiotemporal

connectivity in terms of their capacity to support the Tasma-

nian palaeoendemic flora over past, present and future

climates, we derived a new spatiotemporal connectivity

index (CiQ):

CiQ ¼ minq2Q Niq

� �
(3)

For each grid cell i, the spatiotemporal connectivity index

(CiQ) represents the minimum of the neighbourhood

weighted similarity to palaeoendemic scores (Niq), across all

Q climate scenarios (past, present, future). For a given cli-

mate scenario q, the neighbourhood weighted similarity to

palaeoendemic scores (Niq) is derived as the mean pairwise

compositional similarity to the palaeoendemic scores (Sr ,

from equation 1) for each grid cell r within the circular

neighbourhood of specified radius around the focal cell i

(and containing R neighbouring cells in total), weighted by a

factor wr based on the distance between the neighbouring

cell and the focal cell (dir):

Niq ¼
PR

r¼1wr:Sr
PR

r¼1wr

(4)

where the weighted contribution of a neighbouring cell (wr)

is derived from a Gaussian function centred on the focal cell

(i), normalized to the weight of the focal cell (wi):

wr ¼ 1

wi
� 1

r
ffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p e
�dir
2r2 (5)

Here, we applied a maximum radius of 3 km and a stan-

dard deviation (r) of 1 km in deriving the weighting for

each cell in the circular neighbourhood.

Validation analyses

To assess the validity of our temporal projections of refugia

for Tasmania’s palaeoendemic flora, we harnessed fossil

pollen data from the LGM for 12 sites across Tasmania

(Colhoun & Shimeld, 2012) (see Appendix S3). For each site,

we created a summed palaeoendemism score, as in Jordan

et al. (2016), based on the presence of pollen from all high

scoring (> 200 year m�1) palaeoendemic clades (see

Table S2.1). These summed palaeoendemism scores for the

12 sites at the LGM were then compared to the predicted

palaeoendemic refugia value (Si) for those locations at the

LGM from our GDM analyses, using simple linear regression

(see Appendix S3).

RESULTS

The revised GDM developed for the Tasmanian flora

explained 51.1% of the deviance in pairwise plant commu-

nity compositional similarity, based on four environmental

variables and geographical distance (see Table S1.1, Figs

S1.1 & S1.2). Harnessing the Tasmanian plant GDM, and

the 1189 locations with palaeoendemism scores (see

Fig. S2.1), we predicted the mean weighted similarity to the

locations with palaeoendemism scores, for every grid cell

across Tasmania, under past (LGM), current (2015) and

future (2100) climates (Fig. 2). GDM predicted mean

weighted similarity to the palaeoendemism scores for cur-

rent climate were strongly related to the palaeoendemism

scores in the 1189 reference locations (R2 = 0.62, P < 0.001;

see Fig. S2.2).

Current refugia predicted for Tasmania’s palaeoendemic

flora are similar to those areas of high density predicted by

Jordan et al. (2015), being higher elevation, cool, wet envi-

ronments (Fig. 2b). Predicted areas of refugia at the LGM

for the palaeoendemic flora differ substantially between the

two climate projections for this period, being focussed on

low elevation habitats in the south-west for the cooler and

more realistic CCSM model (Fig. 2a), and mid-elevation

habitats across western Tasmania for the CNRM model (see

Fig. S4.1B). In contrast, there was stronger agreement for

predictions under the alternative GCMs for future climates

(2100), with similar spatial distribution of palaeoendemic

refugia to current areas at high elevation (Fig. 2c, see

Fig. S4.1E), but with the highest predicted values of mean

weighted similarity being markedly reduced [current = 0.54;

2100(MIROC) = 0.45; 2100(CSIRO) = 0.40]. The validation

analysis for predicted areas of palaeoendemic refugia at the

LGM showed that these values were strongly and positively

(r2 = 0.70; P < 0.001) associated with palaeoendemism

scores derived from fossil pollen at the LGM (see

Fig. S3.1).

We assessed the consistency of likely refugia for the

palaeoendemic flora over past, present and future climates,

by assessing overlap in areas with the highest (top 5%)

mean similarity to palaeoendemism scores over time (the

c. 3000 km2 with the highest values). Here, we applied the

more realistic CCSM projection for the LGM (Worth et al.,

2014), and the MIROC projection for 2100, given marginal

differences between the CSIRO and MIROC GCMs in the

top 5% predicted areas of palaeoendemic refugia. While

there were large areas of overlap (85%) in predicted current

and future refugia for the palaeoendemic flora, there were

only small areas of overlap (0.7%) between LGM and cur-

rent refugia (Fig. 3). The proportion of areas in the top 5%

of palaeoendemic refugia over past, present and future

climates was very low (0.3% or c. 9 km2), occurring in
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mid-elevation habitats on a number of mountain ranges in

south-west Tasmania (e.g. Mt Wedge, Mt Anne) (Fig. 3, see

Fig. S4.3).

Our analysis of areas that have high spatiotemporal con-

nectivity in terms of their capacity to act as refugia for the

Tasmanian palaeoendemic flora over past, present and future

climates identified mountain ranges in central and southern

Tasmania as being most connected to refugial environments

(Fig. 4). The largest area with the highest spatiotemporal

connectivity of palaeoendemic refugia was Mt Field, in

central Tasmania.

DISCUSSION

Areas that are of consistently high value as refugia, regardless

of major climatic fluctuations, are likely to be important in

harbouring and retaining biodiversity over long periods of

time. Places thought to be key refugia for species at the

50 km

Weighted mean similarity
to palaeoendemic score 

0

0.6

0.3
(a)

(LGM)
(b)

(2015)
(c)

(2100)

0
N

Figure 2 Predicted palaeoendemic refugia, quantified as the weighted mean similarity to current (2015) Tasmanian palaeoendemic
scores (Si), for the projected LGM climate under the CCSM model (a), the present climate (b), and the projected climate in 2100 under

the MIROC GCM and A2 emission scenario (c). For the LGM (a), the current coastal outline is shown in black, with areas in blue
representing predicted permanent ice cover during the LGM. All areas in white indicate areas of water (lakes & ocean).

LGM (CCSM)

2015

2100 (MIROC)
2015 & 2100

LGM & 2015

Top 5% 
palaeoendemic

refugia

All
0 50 km

N

Figure 3 The distribution and overlap of areas with the highest (top 5%) mean similarity to palaeoendemic score in the past [Last

Glacial Maximum (LGM) – CCSM], present (2015), and future (2100 – MIROC) climates. Proportional overlap between time periods
is: 0.007 between LGM & 2015; 0.855 between 2015 & 2100, and 0.003 between all three time periods (see also Fig. S4.3).
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LGM are commonly observed to support unique elements of

diversity, including many species that are rare, endemic and

have a unique phylogenetic heritage (Carnaval et al., 2009;

Davies et al., 2009; Graham et al., 2010; Rosauer et al.,

2015). Likewise, possible refugia under anthropogenic climate

change may be important in retaining this unique diversity

into the future (Keppel et al., 2012). Therefore, areas retain-

ing high spatiotemporal connectivity to refugial environmen-

tal conditions, under past, present and future climates are

likely to be critical for the long-term maintenance of biodi-

versity.

Consistently high value refugia may be especially impor-

tant for sensitive groups of species, such as the palaeoen-

demic flora of Tasmania (Jordan et al., 2016). Palaeoendemic

plant species in Tasmania are of high conservation value,

given their restricted geographical ranges and ancient phylo-

genetic lineages. However, some of their shared physiological

attributes pose a challenge for biodiversity managers, such as

fire sensitivity, slow growth and remote occurrences (Jordan

et al., 2016). Maintaining this unique element of biodiversity

over the long term requires protection and management of

those areas that retain a high stability and connectivity of

suitable environmental conditions over space and time (wet,

unburnt, cool summers, mild winters).

We quantified refugia for Tasmania’s palaeoendemic flora

using a new approach, based on community-level modelling

of compositional turnover (GDM), and a set of reference

locations scored for their current value for biodiversity. For

any location in the past, present or future, we then

obtained an estimate of its refugial potential (Si) by deter-

mining the mean similarity of that location under that cli-

mate to the reference locations under the current climate,

weighted by the ‘biodiversity value’ of those reference loca-

tions (here, the palaeoendemism scores). This community-

level approach to refugia identification is particularly well

suited to taxonomic groups that are species-rich, poorly

studied or contain substantial numbers of rare species,

where species-level approaches such as SDMs may be less

suitable. Applying this approach to predict compositional

similarity over time (to the LGM or 2100) relies on the

commonly applied assumption of space for time substitu-

tion, and indeed there is good support that present-day

responses of compositional turnover along environmental

gradients observed through spatial patterns are relatively

well maintained as environmental conditions change over

time (Blois et al., 2013).

For Tasmania’s palaeoendemic flora, our projections of

current patterns in environmental suitability (Fig. 2b) closely

match the observations (see Figs S2.1 and S2.2) and prior

analyses (Jordan et al., 2016), supporting the validity of our

general approach. In addition, our projections of palaeoen-

demic refugia at the LGM strongly align with observed com-

munity-level palaeoendemism scores, based on 12 sites across

Tasmania for which there is a reliable record of fossil pollen

Spatiotemporal 
refugia connectivity

index
0.4

0.2

0.0

MF

BL

0 50 km

N

Figure 4 Predicted spatiotemporal connectivity of refugia for Tasmania’s palaeoendemic flora (CiQ), over projected past (CCSM,

CNRM), present (2015) and future (MIROC, CSIRO) climates. MF = Mt Field, BL = Ben Lomond.
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(see Fig. S3.1). This result adds further support to the exist-

ing evidence suggesting a retreat of the palaeoendemic flora

to lower elevation refugia at the LGM (Kirkpatrick, 1997;

Colhoun & Shimeld, 2012).

In terms of the key focus of our study, we show that for

palaeoendemic plant species in Tasmania, there is little over-

lap in those areas identified as the highest value refugia over

past, present & future climates (Figs 2 & 3, see Fig. S4.3).

The lack of persistent refugia for Tasmania’s palaeoendemic

plants was primarily due to the areas of highest projected

refugia value under the LGM being spatially disjunct from

the refugia in either current or future climates (Figs 2 & 3).

Consequently, the few areas that were predicted as persistent

refugia over the three climates were in the lower elevational

range (700–1000 m a.s.l.) and warmer temperature range (6–
8 °C annual mean) of the current locations of highest

palaeoendemic plant refugia value (see Figs S6 and S7).

There was, however, high overlap (c. 85%) between the cur-

rent climate and likely warmer future under climate change

in projected refugia for Tasmania’s palaeoendemic flora

(Figs 2 & 3).

It is clear, however, that simple measures of refugia persis-

tence ignore the potential for dispersal and range shifts over

time. Here, we accounted for this through a new index of

refugia spatiotemporal connectivity (CiQ), which incorporates

the amount and configuration of continuously varying refu-

gia values, through a non-linear distance weighting. Quanti-

fying connectivity in refugia over the past, present and

future highlights areas likely to be important regardless of

the directionality of changes in climate. Our refugia connec-

tivity analyses highlight a number of important areas for

Tasmania’s palaeoendemic flora, especially Mt Field National

Park in central Tasmania (Fig. 4). Hence, not only is Mt

Field an important current refuge for many palaeoendemic

plant species (Jordan et al., 2016), but it is likely to retain

high connectivity to refugial environments under both cooler

and warmer climates (Figs 3 & 4). The high spatiotemporal

refugia connectivity of Mt Field could indeed contribute to

its current high palaeoendemism scores, compared to other

areas with similar environments.

While our analyses largely concord with existing knowl-

edge of Tasmania’s palaeoendemic flora (Kirkpatrick &

Brown, 1984; Jordan et al., 2016), this is not the case for

Ben Lomond National Park in Tasmania’s north-east

(Fig. 4). At Ben Lomond, we predict relatively high current

refugia value for the palaeoendemic flora (Fig. 2b) and mod-

erately high spatiotemporal connectivity in palaeoendemic

refugial environments (Figs 3 & 4), despite this area cur-

rently possessing relatively low observed palaeoendemism

scores (see Fig. S2.1). This disjunct between prediction and

observation might be explained by the relatively isolated

location of Ben Lomond from the main area of palaeoen-

demic refugial environments in western Tasmania, combined

with potential periods of less suitable climates during times

not assessed by our analyses (e.g. a previous glacial maxi-

mum that may have been much drier).

Our projections of areas of persistence (Fig. 3) and spa-

tiotemporal connectivity (Fig. 4) of refugia for Tasmania’s

palaeoendemic flora can also help inform the conservation

and management of these species. While most areas of high

refugial value under current climate occur within protected

areas, the management of these areas has a large role to play

in promoting the persistence of the palaeoendemic flora. The

greatest immediate threat to the palaeoendemic flora is wild-

fire (Kirkpatrick, 1997; Yospin et al., 2015; Jordan et al.,

2016), and much can be done to reduce the risk of large fires

spreading into these sensitive environments. In particular,

fire management focus is warranted for the large areas of

high spatiotemporal connectivity in refugial environments,

such as Mt Field and Mt Anne (Fig. 4). Climate change is

likely to increase the risk of large wildfires in Tasmania

(Fox-Hughes et al., 2014) and facilitate fire-adapted plant

species from lower elevations migrating upslope and displac-

ing palaeoendemics (Kirkpatrick, 1997; Holz et al., 2015).

Increased risk of pathogens and disease is also likely, includ-

ing the upward spread of the root-rot fungus Phytophthora

cinnamomi into sites that are currently too cold or too dry

for disease-causing activity (Podger et al., 1990).

While our projections of broad-scale reduction in

palaeoendemic refugia quality under climate change (Fig. 2,

see Fig. S4.1) indicate that mitigating climate change will

have a major impact on promoting the persistence of these

species (Warren et al., 2013), conservation management has

a strong role to play in ameliorating some of the conse-

quences of climate change. Improved planning and finer

scale on-ground management responses could be identified

and implemented to reduce the risk of fire and biosecurity

incursions under future climate change, as well as managing

non-climate pressures that impact on palaeoendemic species.

A number of adaptation actions have been identified for

alpine and rain forest environments rich in palaeoendemic

plant species at the site and landscape scale and for immedi-

ate and longer term time-scales (Gilfedder et al., 2012).

Recent experience with wildfires in January 2016 in these

environments demonstrates the urgency for future planning

of management responses to protect important refugia for

palaeoendemic plant species (Rickards, 2016).

Although our study has demonstrated new approaches to

quantifying refugia quality and spatiotemporal connectivity,

future research could further advance our capacity to identify

key refugia for biodiversity, to better inform conservation

and management. A major limitation encountered in this

study was the availability of reliable fine spatial resolution

climate projections for past climates, akin to those currently

available for future climates in Tasmania (Corney et al.,

2010; Grose et al., 2010). Greater effort is required by cli-

mate scientists and ecologists to improve the range of climate

models and the methods used to downscale them, if we are

to better quantify spatiotemporal connectivity of refugia at

ecologically meaningful spatial resolutions (10s to 100s of

metres). Reliable fine-resolution palaeoclimate projections

would also enable the application of more dynamic semi-
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mechanistic biodiversity models to assess refugia potential

over time (Mokany et al., 2012; Keppel et al., 2015), to com-

plement the correlative approach we applied here. Other

advances to the present analysis could directly incorporate

fire likelihood as a climate-derived secondary predictor vari-

able of community compositional similarity, as well as

improved fine-resolution soil layers (Viscarra Rossel et al.,

2015).

In conclusion, the community-level approach to quantify-

ing refugia presented here has the potential to advance con-

sideration of refugia for taxonomic groups involving large

numbers of species, poorly studied species or many rare spe-

cies. For the palaeoendemic flora of Tasmania, our new

approaches identified likely areas of refugia under past, pre-

sent and future climates, with a number of important areas

of high spatiotemporal connectivity identified, despite the

dearth of locations acting as refugia over all three time

points considered. Projections made from these novel analyt-

ical approaches have the potential to improve our under-

standing of biodiversity dynamics and identify priorities for

conservation and management of important biodiversity

features.
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